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ABSTRACT
Application of Big Data Analytics in Agriculture Supply Chain Management
Sankara Narayanan Mangalam Ananthapadmanabhan

The increasing trend in frequency of natural disasters in tandem with
globalization of business makes the agricultural supply chain significantly
vulnerable to disruption. This thesis presents a pragmatic approach for creating a
Business Continuity Model that can notify supply chain planners when there is an
increase in risk of agriculture supply chain disruption due to natural disasters. The
methodology presented in this thesis applied big data analytics and machine
learning algorithms along with agriculture product related exponential decay
function to create a regionalized composite risk score, that incorporated both direct
and indirect risk associated with the Agriculture Fresh Supply Chain.
This model will aid supply chain planners in creating and implementing
contingency plans, at the right time per given food production location. This risk
score can help food manufacturing organizations to have a Business Continuity
Plan that alleviate agriculture business supply chain interruptions. An example
application of this model is illustrated with a melon packaging industry.

Keywords: Agricultural supply chain, Big data analytics, Natural disaster risk
management.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
In the past few decades, globalization and technology advancements in
computer applications have enabled supply chain experts to work collaboratively,
irrespective of their geographic locations, while still being efficient to minimize cost.
Despite these developments, supply chain disruptions still happen, especially
when natural disasters occur. Among all the supply chains, “Agri-Fresh supply
chain” is more prone to disruptions due to the complexity and perishable nature of
those goods (Chang, Ellinger, & Blackhurst, 2015). Also, it has more sources of
uncertainty than the other manufacturing supply chain sectors (Behzadi,
O’Sullivan, Olsen, Scrimgeour, & Zhang, 2017). Agri-Fresh Supply Chain
Management (AFSCM) can be defined as the supply chain management of fresh
produce from farm to consumer in an efficient, effective manner and adhering to
food safety rules and practices while minimizing the total cost of the system.
(Shukla & Jharkharia, 2013).
Globalization has allowed farmers to sell fresh produce beyond their spot
market to the global market. This has increased the transportation distance of food
items. The distance travelled by a food item can be measured in terms of food
miles. Food miles is defined as the total distance a food item travels from the farm
to the consumer in the supply chain (Rajkumar, 2010). In the USA, fresh produce
travels an average of 1,500 miles which is more than other processed food (Hill,
2008).
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The risks associated with AFSCM is directly proportional to the food miles.
Food miles is going to increase in the future and thus directly increasing the risk
associated with the supply chain (Hill, 2008; Rajkumar, 2010). Technology and
engineering must develop in tandem with the increasing complexity of supply chain
to mitigate the effects of supply disruptions. This thesis first highlights the important
research in the field of agricultural supply chains and identifies the gaps and
limitations of the past research in the literature review. Then it proposes a supply
chain risk modelling technique using machine learning algorithms and exponential
decay function for Agri-Fresh Supply Chain Management (AFSCM). The objective
is to compute a supply disruption risk index for the United States of America.
Additionally, a practical illustration of this model in a melon packaging industry is
included.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
It is evident from the increasing trend in the frequency of natural disasters
and the loss in business due to such events, proactive monitoring and planning is
required to mitigate the impact of natural disasters in the supply chain (EM-DAT,
2019; Munich Re, 2019a). Supply disruption not only impacts the profitability of an
organization but also disrupts food supply to people. A good example can be seen
in the case of Florida’s orange and grape crop cold damage in 1983, and in the
2017 hurricane Irma. Both events destroyed 50 to 70 percent of Florida's citrus
crop. These disasters created higher demand for citrus fruit as the supply
plummeted all over the USA. Other examples include hurricane Maria in Dominica
2

and Puerto Rico, 2017, which destroyed coffee farms and accounted for a total
loss of $91.67 billion (2017 USD). Recently, the 2018 hurricane in Mexico caused
vanilla bean crop failure. This increased the demand for vanilla bean, as the supply
chain collapsed. Such an impact can be mitigated if a robust system is developed
that triggers a warning to planners in the supply chain.
Since 2008, supply chain experts have worked on creating an awareness
among industries about the losses incurred due to supply chain disruptions and
revolutionized the use of data analytics for developing mitigation plans in the field
of supply chain. Supply chain planners in most organizations until this decade
believed that these interruptions could not be predicted; hence, they cannot be
mitigated. That might be true in a generation where humans had to do the
computations manually and it would be impossible to actively gather, record and
infer big data.
In this decade, with today’s modern technology and computer software, big
data analytics and supply chain management can be effectively integrated to reap
benefits alongside risk management models (Yingjie, Leonard, & Stefan, 2015).
Even now natural disasters are not considered as a factor in an organization’s risk
management, despite their enormous negative effects on profitability. This
negligence stems from the absence of a generic and robust supply disruption
prediction system that an organization can use. If an organization doesn’t realize
this, the event of any disaster may lead to the company shutting down (Laczynski
de Souza, Brito, & Pereira, 2015).
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From 2008 to 2018, researchers have proposed many models using data
analytics to mitigate supply chain disruptions, but only a few of them were for fresh
produce/ agriculture supply chain. Though agriculture supply chain disruption
caused major economic losses, due to the complexity in modelling, only a little
research was done in this important field (Yeboah, Feng, Daniel, & Joseph, 2014).
Therefore, we have an opportunity to develop a data analytics model for
agricultural supply chain that shall help planners of agriculture or fresh produce
packaging industries in a pragmatic way to foresee disruption and be prepared
with contingency plans. The model developed in this paper can be used as a
framework to incorporate into a web based dashboard and web based Application
Programming Interface (API) to fetch live data and thus better predictability.
1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology used for this thesis started with a broad literature
review in the field of supply chain risk management. It was evident that there is
very little research about risk management in Supply Chain Management (SCM),
especially in the field of Agriculture Supply Chain (ASC). Based on the evidence
from this literature review, and from the losses (crop and business loss) reported
due to supply chain interruptions, the scope of this thesis’s research was narrowed
down to risk management in ASC. Supply chain disruption losses can be mitigated
using a robust risk management model. Past research that was pragmatic and
comprehensive in ASC risk management gave a clear idea on what can help
supply chain planners in mitigating the effects of disruptions. A mechanism that
indicates or warns supply chain planners when there is an increased risk of supply
4

disruption due to natural disaster can be useful. This indication can help planners
to implement a contingency plan to mitigate supply disruption at the right time to
avoid effects of ASC disruptions.
In the next step of the literature review, all the risk models developed for
agriculture supply chain since 2005 were reviewed. This showed that the risk
models using big data analytics in agriculture supply chain are still in the early
stages of development. Also, further research about big data analytics in the ASC
risk management helped to identify the research gap in the risk models. To fill this
research gap, an idea was conceived after several brainstorming sessions. The
idea was to create a Business Continuity Model (BCM) to help planners in
mitigating the supply chain disruption. This BCM can help the planners by
predicting the risk of ASC disruption, using a natural disaster events dataset.
After formulating the idea to fill the research gap, we searched for the
datasets to build the prediction model. Datasets that were used before by
researchers for risk modelling were identified and reviewed. Based on the number
of citations and how close the dataset aligned with the risk model, SHELDUS
(Spatial Hazard Events and Losses Dataset for the United States), USDA (United
States Department of Agriculture) and NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) datasets were taken for modelling. These datasets contain all the
information (location and impacts of event, crop losses and other similar factors)
about the natural disaster events that have impacted the agriculture sector in the
United States of America. The SHELDUS dataset was acquired from Arizona State
University (ASU). NOAA and USDA datasets are open sources, provided for
5

research purposes. In the next step of the research methodology, all the three
datasets are combined into one dataset that is a repository for disaster events in
the United States of America.
Since the dataset is a combined dataset from multiple sources and
aggregated from 1960 to 2018 into a single dataset, data cleaning was required.
After data cleaning, a flow chart for risk modelling was created. Then, using that
clear flow chart, a risk model was created using RStudio. RStudio is a free and
open-source integrated development environment for R, a programming language
for statistical computing and graphics. Then the model was fine tuned to improve
accuracy based on previous researchers’ recommendations. To illustrate the
pragmatic application of this model, a sample agriculture packaging company
profile was created. For this sample company, the BCM created in this thesis was
applied and the result is presented.

6

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Perusing the occurrence and the impact of natural disasters in supply chain
through the last 12 decades, the frequency and impact of natural catastrophes has
increased, as seen in Figure 1-2 (EM-DAT, 2019; Munich Re, 2019a). Many
researchers have analysed the impact of natural disasters. One important research
summarized the impact and occurrence of natural disasters for the year 2009.
During the year 2009, there were 335 natural disasters reported worldwide which
caused over $41.3 billion in economic damages. This was recorded to be the
highest loss in history (Vos, Rodriguez, Below, & Sapir, 2009). Economic loss
includes loss in agriculture and its properties. It also pointed out the importance of
developing a robust system intended to help mitigate the impact of such events on
people and the economy.
According to Pogrebnyakov (2012), in an explorative study by 83
international organizations on SCM, disruptions due to natural catastrophes are
becoming more prevalent in the 21st century. Pogrebnyakov pointed out that the
supply chain disruption due to natural disasters was significantly destructive to
industries’ profitability. Also, they pointed out the increasing trend in natural
disasters especially in North America and Asia, where the most important and
enormous supply chains exist. Imposing risk management principles and
improving supply chain communication is the key to mitigate such costly
interruptions.

7

Figure 1-Natural Disaster Trend by Continent

Figure 2-Economic Losses by Disasters
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Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations presented
their report on the impact of disasters on agriculture. Between 2005 and 2014,
approximately $93 billion was lost in crop and livestock production due to natural
disasters in developing countries. In developed countries, the impacts are less due
to their preparedness. Out of the total agriculture loss, 91% was due to natural
disasters. In that, 50 % accounts for loss in crops as shown in Figure 3-4.
Therefore, it is evident that AFSCM is the most prone to natural disaster. Further
research showed that very few methods were proposed especially for using big
data analytics in creating a risk model in Agriculture Supply Chain.

Figure 3- Agriculture Damage by Hazards
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Figure 4-Agri Damage by Type of Product
Researchers have explored data analytics and impact of natural disaster in
the field of supply chain and have proposed several models that can be used for
solving real world complexities. Papadopoulos et al. (2017) used “Big data
analytics” as a tool for explaining the resilience enablers in supply chain using
partial least square, discriminant validity, and exploratory factor analysis. They
used descriptive analysis and content analysis to make sure the dataset has
sufficient quality to produce the intended results . Harrison & Williams (2015)
explained how computational power of data science can help in mitigating the after
effects of natural disaster and presented how a system approach can be used to
increase disaster resilience. Using big data from sources like SHELDUS, EM-DAT
(an online dataset) , the time for recovery, duration of disastrous events can be
predicted with adequate accuracy (Haynes & Giblin, 2014).
Combining big data and business analytics gives the ability to handle
velocity, variety, and volume of large dataset being collected from sensors. This
can be used to do qualitative data analysis like time series forecasting, predictive
models, or regression to understand the relationship between the variables of
uncertainties and utilize the results for supply chain analytics (Wang,
10

Gunasekaran, Ngai, & Papadopoulos, 2016). Qualitative analysis, which is based
on judgement of consumers and experts, was used when we have no past data
available to analyse. Qualitative analytics approach uses past data to make
prediction for short or intermediate range. Teodorescu (2015) gave an idea on
using analytics and social media for emergency management in the time of
disaster. Pogrebnyakov (2012) performed explorative study on supply chain
disruptions caused by natural disasters. Seck, Rabadi, & Koestler (2015) used the
agent based simulation model to simulate natural disastrous risk events and
proposed supply chain strategies for each outcome.
G. Wang et al., (2016) showed that prediction models for supply chain can
be used in tandem with business analytics models as a composite with planning
and production data to help supply chain analysts and planners in avoiding supply
disruption. They explained it with a case study in which planners developed a
model that indicated a warning when they are in a risk of supply disruption.
To create a big data for modelling risk, data from three datasets, SHELDUS,
NOAA, USDA, were combined. This combined dataset is similar to what
Ponnambalam et al., (2014) simulated. Since the dataset is combined from
multiple sources, data cleaning was needed to remove inaccurate data. Mosavi,
Ozturk, & Chau (2018) proposed the steps for data modelling as shown in Figure
5, and listed the machine learning models’ advantages and disadvantages in
supply chain data analytics.
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Figure 5-Data Modelling Steps (Mosavi, Ozturk, & Chau, 2018)
Disaster damage can be assessed using remote sensing and geospatial
information after disaster happens. Past remote sensed data can be used to
predict disasters beforehand. This is possible using data analytics and will be a
trend in near future (Y. Fan et al., 2017). A research presented the approaches in
big data processing of geospatial data. The data collected from satellite and
sensors can be used in both prevention and mitigation phases of natural disaster
reduction in Agriculture (Charvát et al., 2017). One of the three models and dataset
he highlighted is available for free and can be used for monitoring and predicting
field and crop status as well as crop yield. According to Yu, Yang, & Li, (2018),
developing complex algorithms and simulation models for managing risks in the
past decade did not yield better results. In contrast, data analytics for risk modelling
can be used for getting better results because of the development of electronics,
sensors, and growing computation power.
The research in the field of predicting the supply chain interruption revealed
that the trending approach to model supply chain risk is using big data analytics.
Natural disasters are still not being considered as a factor in the supply chain risk
management in many companies, despite the significant effect on the supply chain
12

(Laczynski de Souza et al., 2015). Top management and planners of every
organization should work strategically to protect the serious and costly supply
chain disruptions (Chopra & Sodhi, 2004). This should be a part of companies
strategic planning or a business continuity plan, especially for companies that rely
more on supply chain. Dealing with multiple suppliers is hard and planners would
struggle to keep track of all sources of uncertainties for all suppliers in an
organization’s supplier base. A risk model which monitors all supplier base in real
time can help planners to overcome this.
Behzadi,

O’Sullivan,

Olsen,

&

Zhang,

(2018)

reviewed

on

the

methodologies used by researchers to solve supply chain problems since 1980. It
is evident that methodology used by researchers, especially using heuristics
algorithm and simulation technique, conceived new ideas and solved real time
problems. Though these algorithms and simulation techniques yielded a great
result in scheduling, routing, and optimizing problems, only a few researches were
attempted for risk management in supply chain. This gave a clear picture on the
supply chain risk models developed and the gaps and limitations in each model.
Borodin, Bourtembourg, Hnaien, & Labadie, (2016) reviewed operation
research journals published until 2015 that are modelled to handle uncertainties in
agriculture supply chain. They stated that the models are still in early stages and
witnessed that the increasing global pressure may lead to more research using
various models in the field of agriculture. Stefanovic & Milosevic (2017) proposed
business intelligence model and big data initiatives to handle supply chain by
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mentioning the key challenges for modern supply chain analytics that can be used
as guidance for creating a risk model using big data.
Neiger, Rotaru, & Churilov (2009) illustrated the importance of risk
identification and monitoring in supply chain management. According to this paper,
supply related risk management needs a system that monitors the risk on real time
and triggers a warning action message to the supply chain planners when risk
increases. Aqlan & Lam, (2015a, 2015b) defined risk identification as discovering
the hidden risk that may affect the day to day performance of the supply chain and
proposed a framework for risk flow in a supply chain. This thesis scope is limited
to the risk that agriculture food manufacturers face from suppliers.
Behzadi et al., (2017) developed stochastic programming risk model with
exponential perishability function and applied it to kiwi fruit supply chain. They also
suggested combination of robust and resilient strategies are required for mitigating
supply chain risk in food supply chain. (Leat & Revoredo-Giha, 2013) suggested
about agriculture or food supply chain disruption resilience as primary producer
dependent chain and the way to increase resilience is by dealing with strategies at
producer’s location.
A case study from Ghana shows the complexity in an agricultural supply
chain model. This paper discussed methodology to identify risks in Ghana
agricultural supply chain and its severity for all the participants in their entire
system (Yeboah et al., 2014). They say that not all the natural disasters affect the
agriculture supply chain. Hence it is required to do some preliminary descriptive
and exploratory data analytics to find the significant hazards. After identifying
14

significant hazards, those which have less or no significant effects (regardless of
their frequency) had to be eliminated from the model. This will improve the model’s
quality and it will become easier to run the model. It described a clear picture about
the key planners in the agriculture supply chain and explained the role they play in
the AFSCM. It also denotes that the risk associated with each of the planners in
the supply chain Is different and hence the model for risk assessment and strategy
for risk mitigation is different from one another. In this thesis the focus is on
“Processors” who get input materials from the suppliers and intermediaries as
shown in Figure 6.

.
Figure 6- AFSCM Supply Flow
Various models have been developed for risk management in food supply
chain. Diabat, Govindan, & Panicker, (2012) created the interpretive structural
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model to analyse various risks and clustered the results to map with appropriate
strategies and later demonstrated it by applying it to a food product manufacturing
firm. (Behzadi et al., 2018) reviewed all quantitative models until 2018 on
agricultural supply chain. These researchers proposed product classification for
modelling and pointed out each of these classifications has different constraints
and needed different models. Authors pointed out that the risk on crop is different
from risk on crop land. The classification proposed are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7-Product Classification Model (Behzadi, O’Sullivan, Olsen, & Zhang,
2018)
(Yeboah et al., 2014) suggested that not all the risk involved in supply chain
occurs, so classification is needed in the first place before risk modelling, as their
impact is minimal or sometimes zero. Several researchers developed framework
for modelling for food supply chain. One of that research defined robustness and
classified supply chain disturbances and related strategies to achieve it and
demonstrated it in a meat supply chain (Vlajic, Van Der Vorst, & Haijema, 2012)
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Blackburn and Scudder (2009), defined Marginal Value of Time (MVT) as
the rate at which fresh produce loses its value over time in the supply chain. MVT
uses exponential decay rate of fresh produce to compute the value of that fresh
produce. The exponential decay rate will be much less in the pre-harvest as shown
in table1 (Blackburn & Scudder, 2009).
Table 1-Exponential Decay Rate (Blackburn & Scudder, 2009)

Where v is the value of the product, and if maintained in multiple
temperatures, then the function must be integrated appropriately as shown in
equation (1). For reducing the model computation complexity, we assumed the
temperature remains constant through the process in our example application.
This method can be used to compute direct and indirect risk scores in the case
that the disaster is going to affect the fresh produce directly and indirectly. Direct
risks are risk that affect the crop and crop land. Indirect risks are those that blocks
harvesting processes like transportation, aggregation, cold-chain. To compute the
value of the melon and corn after harvesting, equation (1) was used by Blackburn
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& Scudder (2009). Where q is the qth item in a batch of size Q. V is the value of the
melon or corn and P is picking rate. The decay rate of the melon after harvesting
is higher than pre-harvest decay rate. Equation (2) can be applied if the time for
picking fresh produce (melons and corns) are negligible.
=1−(

)

(2)

Though this paper considered the direct and indirect risks in AFSCM, they
didn’t consider the probability of such events in developing the risk model using
big data analytics. A risk (Rh) can be defined as a function of probability of
occurrence (Ph) and impact of any such event (Ch) (Leitch, 2010).
Rh=Ph * Ch
Composite indicator model to assess natural disaster risk in AFSCM by
Merz, Hiete, Comes, & Schultmann, (2013) stated that the indirect losses are
significant, which arises because of business interruptions and also pointed out
that an effective and efficient risk management system requires regionalized
vulnerability or county level risk scores. Merz et al., (2013) pointed out that risk in
agriculture supply chain is not just from the crop itself, it depends on the cropland,
equipment, cold chain and other indirect factors that influence the supply chain.
This research reviewed the risk model’s gap but didn’t propose a model to fill those
limitations.
Researchers have simulated natural disastrous events that create supply
chain interruptions. Then with the output of the simulation model, they used a
prediction modelling technique called random forest algorithm to create risk score
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for all suppliers. One more researcher used 80 simulation trials to simulate natural
disaster disruptions and used the simulation output in a random forest decision
tree model to predict disruption period and production capacity. It is evident from
the result that the percentage reduction in supply can be used as a metric for
monitoring risks on industry level (Ponnambalam et al., 2014). Besides the risk
Ponnambalam considered, direct and indirect risks that affect the agriculture land
and agriculture crop were not considered by this research in developing this model.
%

−

=

∗ 100

Most of the supply chain risk management problems that were solved using
operations research were for optimizing inventory levels, shipping quantity, and
choosing a better contingency plan based on cost and other similar entities.
Applying these models in industry is either expensive or the methodologies can be
applied only after a supply chain disruption event.
In summary, existing research in the agriculture supply chain clearly
highlighted and pointed out the key strategies and contingency plans the
stakeholder can use to mitigate the effects of supply disruptions due to natural
disasters. But it has failed to point out when to enact those contingency plans.
Researchers proposed risk models using operations research which minimised
inventory losses, improved scheduling, etc. This could not be used to predict any
disruptions beforehand and would not be very helpful for supply chain planners in
preparing for future uncertainties. Even though a lot of research papers mentioned
and highlighted the benefits of data analytics in supply chain risk management,
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only a few researches have proposed a generic model that can be used as a
triggering mechanism in supply chain planning for industry. Some supply chain
analytics models used prediction modelling algorithms to predict the indirect risk
associated with agriculture using the disaster event dataset. However, these
supply chain models have not considered the direct risk that is associated with
agriculture fresh supply chain management.
Although the models reviewed in this section were beneficial in the
agriculture supply chain to some extent, no model combined both direct and
indirect risks that are associated with the agriculture supply chain nor developed
prediction modelling for predicting supply disruptions due to natural disaster using
data analytics in AFSCM. Direct risks are the risks associated with the crop and
cropland. Indirect risks are risks associated with handling and maintaining the
agricultural products properly and safely through the supply chain. The objective
of this thesis is to compute the supply disruption risk score for different counties of
all the states in the USA considering both direct risk and indirect risk in the
agriculture supply chain. The risk scores are predicted using machine learning
algorithms. More details about the algorithms are discussed in the model
description section in chapter 3.2.
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Chapter 3
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION
SHELDUS is a hazard dataset for the U.S counties that provide details on
the past natural disasters in the USA. It contains all historic information that was
recorded about natural disaster events (the time and date of event, losses to crop
and properties, fatalities, duration of events). Version 12.0 of this dataset was
launched on Nov 8, 2018 and it provides information about disasters from 1960 to
December 2017. SHELDUS includes a wide range of hazards such as avalanche,
coastal, drought, earthquake, flood, fog, hail, heat, hurricane/tropical storm,
landslide, lightning, severe thunderstorm, tornado, tsunami, volcano, wildfire, wind
and winter weather. Besides this dataset, NOAA and USDA were used to give
more details on disaster events especially about agriculture. Data from SHELDUS,
USDA, NOAA from 1960 till 2018 were aggregated into a single dataset.
The aggregated dataset had a lot of missing values, unmatched data and
invalid entries which decreased the accuracy of the result. To avoid accuracy
deterioration, data cleaning must be done. Data cleaning can be defined as
detecting and removing error and inconsistencies in a dataset. Data cleaning will
improve the quality of the data (Rahm & Do, 2000). Rahm (2000), stated that it is
common to have data inaccuracies if a dataset is aggregated by combining data
from multiple sources. Improving the data quality by data cleaning can be done in
several ways, one such way is exploratory data analysis. This simple method
cleans data effectively by some human involvement using software that helps to
21

visualize and compute statistical properties of such datasets (Hellerstein &
Berkeley, 2008).
Based on the steps proposed by Berkeley, first all the missing values were
identified using R statistical software and packages (ggplot2 for visualization, tidyr
& dplyr for getting statistical properties, lubridate for dealing with date and time,
readr for combining data by matching appropriate columns). Then information
about the missing data was searched online and filled with actual data. If
information was not found about the missing data, it was deleted from the dataset.
The latitude and the longitude of disaster events was converted as location data
type. The date and time of the disaster event were converted into appropriate
formats using lubridate package. The county name and hazard type were
converted into categorical data. Duration of the disaster event was calculated by
subtracting the end date and start date of all events. Box plot was used to check
for outliers. One definition of outlier is any data point more than 1.5 interquartile
ranges (IQRs) below the first quartile or above the third quartile. There were only
few outliers in the dataset and the algorithm used to predict the risk score is
resistant to outliers.
The cleaned dataset had all information about all the disasters that occurred
in the USA from 1960 to 2018 in appropriate data type. Using this cleaned USA
historic natural disaster event records in tandem with the machine learning
algorithm, supply disruption risk score was predicted. The risk score can help the
supply chain planners in AFSCM to implement a contingency plan at the right
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time. Details about the prediction model and algorithm is described in the following
section.
3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
3.2.1 RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM
Machine learning algorithms are used to analyse large datasets by developing
models that learns from datasets and gives inferences and predictions that will be
hard to infer using other simple prediction methods. Machine learning algorithms
can be classified into three categories according to Ramírez, J (2013).


Supervised learning



Unsupervised learning



Reinforced learning

In Supervised Learning, algorithms learn from the train data. After
understanding the data, the algorithm determines which label should be given to
new data based on pattern and associating the patterns to the new data.
Classification predicts the category the data belongs to. Regression predicts a
numerical value based on previous observed data. Unsupervised learning is a type
of machine learning algorithm used to draw inferences from datasets consisting of
input data without labeled / known responses. In this thesis Unsupervised learning
model was used to find pattern to cluster the data. Supervised learning was used
to predict risk score using Classification and Regression Tree (CART) in Ensemble
learning method (Random Forest).
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Ensemble machine learning is one of the popular supervised learning
techniques. Recently ensemble machine learning has driven attention in prediction
modelling in supply chain analytics (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). Ensemble machine
learning uses multiple models to solve or predict a same problem and come up
with result by voting (Classification model) or averaging (Regression model). There
are many types of ensemble learning, one powerful method is bagging.
In simple words, bagging or bootstrapping in a statistical test is the use of
random samples from a population with replacement. Random forest is an
algorithm that uses bagging (also called bootstrap aggregating) principle to create
models for prediction. Advantages of this model are improved stability and
accuracy, and avoidance of over fitting. According to Liaw & Wiener (2002),
random forest algorithm can be executed in the following steps:
1.

Draw ntree bootstrap samples from the train dataset. A common method is
to divide the dataset into 80:20. The train dataset (80% of the dataset) is
used to define and build the model. The test dataset (20% of the dataset) is
used for testing the built model.

2.

For each of the drawn bootstrap samples, unpruned classification or
regression tree with some modification was developed. Pruning is a
technique that a machine learning algorithm uses to reduce the size of a
decision tree. The modifications are, at each node in a decision tree, instead
of choosing best split among all predictors, mtry of the predictors are used
for the best split. Where mtry is number of independent variables to choose
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at random for each node. Also, M< mtry where M is the total number of
independent variables.
3.

Then aggregate all the ntree models using majority votes or average
depending on the model for predicting the test data. Where ntree is an input
constant that defines the number of trees or models to be created that
predict the risk scores.
To create this risk model using Random Forest, three input parameters are

required. The mtry parameter was used based on the recommendation from
researchers who have previously used data analytics to predict risk in supply
chain. Also based on trial and error the best ntree was chosen. The main input
parameters are
1. Independent and dependent variables
2. ntree-Number of decision trees to create for prediction.
3. mtry-Number of independent variables per node. (mtry=4 in my model)

The steps followed to model the composite risk score for AFSCM starts with
aggregating disaster dataset from 1960 to 2018. In the next step of modelling, if
the number of counties in a state is greater than 53 the aggregated data is
clustered by finding patterns using “Kmeans clustering” or “Hierarchical clustering”.
This is because the random forest algorithm cannot handle more than 53
categories in a categorical variable. After clustering the data, the probability of
direct and indirect risks was computed using random forest classification model.
After computing the probabilities, impact of direct and indirect risks was computed
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using random forest Classification and Regression Tree (CART). Then the risk
scores were combined. The flow chart for the risk model is shown in Figure 8.
Once the model is created and validated, it can be applied to a AFSCM industry
using the procedure described in the model example to predict the risk scores.
More details on each step in developing this risk model is explained in the following
subsections.

Figure 8-Process Flow for Risk Modelling
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3.2.2 DATA AGGREGATION

First step in this risk modelling was to aggregate the natural disaster
dataset. The disaster dataset is a 57-comma separated file, aggregated from three
sources for all states in the USA from 1960 to 2018. After data cleaning, the dataset
had one million rows and 23 variables to describe the natural disaster event. Each
state must be modelled separately for predicting probability of the occurrence of
disastrous events. For this purpose, the large data set was subdivided into 50
datasets for 50 states in the USA.

3.2.3 COUNT OF COUNTIES IN STATE
Random forest package doesn’t have the capability to handle a categorical
variable that has more than 53 categories. One such categorical variable is the
county name. Since many states in the USA have more than 53 counties, we must
bring it down to less than 53. Therefore, in this second step using r programming,
the number of counties for all states in the USA are calculated. Dplyr (a package
in r program) was used to summarize the dataset. For Loops and If Loops are used
in tandem to store the summarized results in separate data frames. If the number
of counties is less than 53, risk scores are predicted without clustering. If the
number of counties are greater than 53, clustering is done before prediction
modelling.
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3.2.4 CLUSTERING
The most common problem in data analytics is pattern matching to minimize
the levels of categorical variables. Levels of a categorical variable can be
minimized by
1. Removing the least influencing level,
2. Removing the least occurring levels,
3. Clustering the levels by finding patterns.
The first two methods have a possibility to reduce the quality of the data,
but the clustering reduces the levels of categorical variables and still retains the
information that is hidden in the data.
Clustering can be broadly classified as hard and soft clustering. In hard
clustering, each point is assigned to a defined cluster, but in soft clustering, the
probability of being in a cluster is computed. The basic principle behind the
clustering algorithm is to find the nearest cluster by measuring distance. Distance
can be measured using either of Euclidean, Manhattan, Squared Euclidean,
maximum distance. Most commonly used clustering methods are k-means
clustering,

Mean

Shift

Clustering,

Gaussian

Mixture

Models

(GMM),

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering and Hierarchical Clustering. For simplicity
of computation and to control the number of clusters easily, k-means clustering
and hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance methods have been proved
to be the best options (Ahmad & Dey, 2007).
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In simple words, clustering aims to partition n observations into defined
clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.
Euclidean distance was used to compute the distance. For states which have more
than 53 counties, using R statistical programming, counties will be clustered using
the principal components. There are many variables that describe the county's
agriculture attribute. Including all the variables in the model increases the
complexity and results in improper clusters. According to Y. R. Fan et al., (2017)
research, the use of principal component analysis in tandem with clustering is the
best methodology to avoid complexity and to produce an effective result.
In multivariate statistics, principal component analysis is a technique that is
used to recombine the dataset variables to minimize computation complexity and
computation error. This reconstructed dataset will account for most of variation
within the first few variables or components. This method uses the concept of
Linear Algebra (Eigenvalue and Eigenvector) to reduce the dimension or variable.
The reduced dimension is denoted as the principal components (Xue, Lee,
Wakeham, & Armstrong, 2011). Xue used Principal Component Analysis with
cluster analysis while researching the problem of sinking particles in the ocean.
The authors reconstructed their big data into a few principal components and
showed that it is effective in clustering especially while dealing with location
attributes. Similarly Y. Fan et al., (2017), used the Principal component analysis
based cluster quantile regression approach in a stepwise clustering for stream flow
prediction for Xiangxi river watershed. The variables that describe the agricultural
attributes of a county are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2-Agriculture Attributes of a County
1. Latitude

2. Longitude

3. Crop damage

4. Number of farms

5. Land in farms (Acres)

6. Average size of farms

7. Median size of farms

8. Total cropland in acres

9. Number of cropland

10. Total cropland harvested

The summary result of PCA in Figure 9 shows that the first 4 principle
components describe the 89.5% of the variation. Therefore, based on this
inference, first 4 principal components were used in k-means clustering using
RStudio. The results of the clusters can be displayed as a 2D graph for first two
principal components as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9-PCA Summary for k-means Algorithm
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Figure 10-PCA 2D Graph for First 2 PC's
Hierarchical clustering is another clustering algorithm that uses either a topdown or bottom-top approach to cluster the given data points. Inertia gain is
another way to measure of percentage of variance explained by a principle
component. Based on the inertia gain plot as shown in Figure 11, this model
suggested to group the cluster to three to nine clusters is. The results of the
clusters can be displayed as a 3D graph for first two principal components as
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11-Heirarchial Clustering Dendrogram

Figure 12-Heirarchial Clustering Graph
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The results of the clustering analysis showed that both k-means, and
hierarchical clustering computed similar clusters. The k-means clustering method
allowed to control the number of clusters, but choosing the optimal number of
clusters depends on the data analyst. Hierarchical clustering automatically
optimizes the number of clusters based on the inertial gain plot. However, we can
either use the recommended number of clusters or manually define the number of
clusters. Therefore, both clustering methods can be used effectively to find the
pattern and group the counties based on the attributes that describe the agriculture
aspects of a county. For this thesis k-means clustering was used to cluster the
dataset.
Final risk score or the total risk associated with the agricultural supply chain
is a composite of two risks, namely direct risk and indirect risk as shown in Figure
13 (Merz et al., 2013).

Figure 13-Risk Score Classification
The model used for the appropriate risk score is depicted in the Figure 14 as
described by (Leitch, 2010).
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1. To compute the probability-Random forest classification model.
2. To predict the impact-Random forest regression model or CART.

Figure 14-Model Detail (Leitch, 2010)
To compute the indirect risk score we need the probability of indirect risk
and the impact on property. For direct risk score we need the probability of direct
risk and the impact on agriculture. Impact on agriculture has two components:
impact on crop and impact on cropland (Behzadi et al., 2018). Therefore, we have
three risk scores with five components as described in the Table 3.
Table 3-Risk Score Models
Model

Risk score

Direct risk score

1. Probability of direct risk*Impact on crop land

Scale (0-2)

2. Probability of direct risk*Impact on crop

Indirect risk score
1. Probability of indirect risk*Impact
Scale (0-1)
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3.2.5 DIRECT RISK SCORE ON AGRICLTURE SUPPLY CHAIN
Merz et al.,(2013), classified agriculture / fresh produce risk into direct and
indirect risk. Direct risk scores (with a score range from 0-2) can be regarded as
the natural disaster risk that impacts crop and crop land.
1. Crop risk: This risk score can be regarded as the impact on crop itself.
This risk score is computed using MVT. To use MVT function, we need the duration
of impact on crops. One big advantage of random forest is, that it can be used for
both classification and regression problems. Once we predict the duration of
impact on agriculture, it was used in the MVT function to compute the risk score.
The factors for the regression model are
1.Year
2.Month
3.County name
4.Latitude of event
5.Longitude of event
6.Total cultivated cropland in acres based on census
7. Crop land count
8. Crop loss
9. Duration of disaster in agriculture- Length of the event expressed in
number of days with crop damage.
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2. Cropland risk: Random forest is used to find the probability and impact of
disaster events to predict the direct cropland risk score. The factors for the model
to find the direct impact scores are below.
1.Year of disaster
2.Month of disaster
3.County name
4.Latitude of event
5.Longitude of event
6.Total cropland harvested in acres
7. Crop farm count
8. Duration of disaster
9. Crop loss

3.2.6 INDIRECT RISK SCORE ON AGRICULTURE SUPPLY CHAIN
Indirect risk scores (with a score range from 0-1) can be regarded as a
natural disaster impact on the infrastructure, equipments that are needed for
maintaining crops in cold chain, and transportation of the crops. Like direct risk
score, indirect risk score can be predicted using random forest classification and
regression method.
1.Year of disaster
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2.Month of disaster
3.County name
4.Latitude of event
5.Longitude of event
6.Total cropland harvested in acres
7. Crop land count
8. Duration of disaster
9. Property loss in agriculture

3.2.7 COMBINE RISK SCORES
Final step is to combine both the direct and indirect risk scores into a single
risk score for a county, for a fresh produce, and for a given disaster on a scale
ranging from 0-3. The flow chart for the entire model is shown in the Figure 7.
These two risk scores are combined into a single risk score for a specific produce
in a specific county and for a specific hazard as shown in the Figure 13. To
combine the risk scores, sensitivity analysis or percentage contribution factor can
be used. More details about combining score are explained in model example.
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3.3 PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZING MODEL
1. According to Liaw & Wiener (2002), the methodology starts with computing
the risk scores for all the counties in all the states in USA based on the past
events details.
2. The dataset is divided into test and train dataset. Training dataset will be
used to build the model and the testing dataset will be used to test the built
model.
3. Note the accuracy of the model and repeat the model for different mtry and
ntree values. This step shall be repeated until maximum accuracy or
minimum error is obtained.
4. Then the final trained model using mtry and ntree is used to predict the train
dataset.
5. Accuracy of the model, ntree vs error plot, and the variable importance plot
for these models were recorded and presented.
This model gives accurate result and plot for all states in United States.
Result for California are explained in this result section, results for the other states
are attached in appendix. The Flow chart that describes the optimizing procedure
is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15- Optimizing Procedure Flow Chart

3.4 RESULT INTERPRETATION
3.4.1 OPTIMISING INPUT PARAMETERS
For determining the ntree input parameters to use in the model, OOB (Out
Of Bag) error is plotted against the different ntree as shown in Figure 16-20. This
shows the error rate of the model dropped as the ntree increases, but eventually
close to 400 trees, the model accuracy attained its maximum and the curve
becomes straight. The Optimal ntree used in the model for prediction was based on
this result. The parameters are summarized in the Table 4.
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Table 4- Optimal ntree for Risk Model
Model

Ntree

1. Direct score probability

400

2. Indirect score probability

300

3. Direct score Impact

500

4. Indirect score impact

500

5. Duration of impact

100

Figure 16- Direct Risk Probability-ntree vs Error Rate Plot
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Figure 17- Indirect Risk Probability-ntree vs Error Rate Plot

Figure 18- Direct Risk Impact-ntree vs Error Rate Plot

Figure 19- Indirect Risk Impact-ntree vs Error Rate Plot
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Figure 20- Duration of Impact-ntree vs Error Rate Plot

3.4.2 IMPORTANT FACTORS FOR MODEL
In regression or multivariate statistics, Principal Component Analysis can
be used in tandem to reduce the dimension of the dataset. Since principal
component analysis works using Eigenvalue and Eigenvectors, it cannot be used
for categorical variables or factor variables. So, to see the most important variables
to be used for the model, a variable importance plot can be used. The random
forest algorithm works by randomly selecting mtry variables to create unpruned
trees. This allows the model to compare accuracy and error of all the models
generated and come up with a variable importance plot as shown in Figure 21-25.
This plot tells which variable describes the most variation in the model. Also, a
summary of all the model used is given in the Table 5.
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Model

Top 3 important Variable

1. Direct Score Probability

Loss in Agri, Hazard, Year

2. Indirect Score Probability

Loss in Property, Duration, Year

3. Direct Score Impact

Loss in Agri, Month, Year, Hazard

4. Indirect Score Impact

Loss in Agri, Hazard, Year

5. Duration of Impact

Hazard, Year, Duration
Table 5- Important Variables

Figure 21-Direct Risk Score Probability -Importance Plot
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Figure 22-Indirect Risk Score Probability- Importance Plot

Figure 23-Direct Risk Score Impact- Importance Plot
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Figure 24-Indirect Risk Score Impact- Importance Plot

Figure 25-Duration of Disaster Event- Importance Plot
3.4.3 RESULT ACCURACY
The confusion matrix is often a table used to describe the performance of
the machine learning classification model. In a classification model, there are two
possible outcomes. If the classification model is instructed to give out probability
as output, and if the probability of occurrence is greater than 50%, then the
algorithm considers it as success.
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Model performance can be measured using Out of Bag Error. OOB error
estimate for classification and percentage of variation explained for regression
determine the accuracy and predictability of any prediction model using random
forest. OOB data is used to get a running unbiased estimate of the classification
error as trees are added to the forest. It is also used to get estimates of variable
importance plots (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). In random forests, there is no need for
cross-validation or a separate test set to get an unbiased estimate of the test set
error. It is estimated internally, during the run, as follows:
1. Each tree is constructed using a different bootstrap sample from the original
data. About one-third of the cases are left out of the bootstrap sample and
not used in the construction of the kth tree.
2. We put each case left out in the construction of the kth tree down the kth
tree to get a classification. In this way, a test set classification is obtained
for each case in about one-third of the trees. At the end of the run, we took
j to be the class that got most of the votes every time case n was OOB. The
proportion of times that j is not equal to the true class of n averaged over all
cases is the OOB error estimate. This has proven to be unbiased in many
tests.
3. For regression model instead of OOB, it is the percentage of variation
explained that describes the model performance.
As mentioned in model description, Random forest classification
model is used to predict the probability of occurrence of an event. random forest
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regression model is used to predict the impact of such events. The results of both
model are given below in Figure 26-27.
After modelling the train dataset for predicting the risk scores, the test data
was used to predict the result. Then, the result was compared with the actual result
of test dataset using cross validation. Accuracy of the prediction model used for
predicting the risk score was shown in the Figure 26-27. Result can be interpreted
using several terms. OOB error for classification model was 0.08% as shown in
Figure 26.
1. True positive- Predicted as yes, in reality it is yes
2. True negative- Predicted as no, in reality it is no
3. False positive- Predicted as yes, in reality it is no. This is also called type 1
error
4. False negative- Predicted as no, in reality it is yes. This is also called Type
2 error
5.

6.

=
=
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Figure 26- Classification Model Accuracy
For regression or CART model, 45.92% of variation in the dependent
variable is explained by the independent variables used in the model as shown in
Figure 27. The accuracy of the prediction models used in predicting natural
disaster risk until 2018 was less than 60%. (Behzadi et al., 2017; Diabat,
Jabbarzadeh, & Khosrojerdi, 2018; Ponnambalam et al., 2014). This model
accuracy is less than 50% but can be improved by adding more predictors to the
model. Besides the SHELDUS and NOAA, there are several datasets recorded by
private organization and government sectors like MOSDAC, EM-DAT, NFHL,
NCDC. Adding these datasets can provide more information about the natural
disaster events hence improving the model’s accuracy.

Figure 27-CART Model Accuracy
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3.5 MODEL EXAMPLE
Consider a melon packaging industry X which supplies pre-cut melons in
plastic containers all over the USA. They procure melons from several suppliers in
the United States as shown in Figure 28. Their average weekly supply is around
10 tons. Based on the capacity of their plant, capacity of the supplier and demand
for melons, supply chain planners in company X procure melons from suppliers.
The predicted risk score for the suppliers in Figure 28 is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 28- Example Input
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Figure 29-Example Output

After computing the risk scores, depending on the total demand for melon,
the percentage of contribution by each supplier to the total demand is computed.
Then, the risk score is multiplied with the percentage of contribution to find the total
risk for melon supply disruption. The aggregated risk score calculation using
percent contribution for each month is shown in Figure 30 and results are
summarized in Table 5. The results suggest that during the month of November
2019, risk for supply chain disruption is the highest 1.4 and month of August 2017
has the least supply disruption score of 0.7. Further tracing back, “Crane Melon
Barn” during the month of November supplies 36% of the total requirement and
has a risk score of 2.133. Planners takes contingency plan for the month of Nov
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2011 to avoid supply disruption. The contingency plan may be to look for alternate
supplier or have required safety stock based on the demand.
=

∗

Figure 30-% of Supply by Supplier

Table 5-Aggregated Risk Score
Month
Risk
score

May
2019

June
2019

July
2019

Aug
2019

Sep
2019

Oct
2019

Nov
2019

Dec
2019

0.94

0.89

0.74

0.71

0.92

0.69

1.40

0.82

Reader should keep in mind that the risk score is a product of probability of
occurrence and impact. Risk score computed will be on a scale of 0-3 (0-low risk,
3- high risk). This risk score is specific to a fresh produce and can be reapplied to
other fresh produce as well. The model created in this thesis can help supply chain
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planners in Agri-Food based industries to develop a system that triggers a warning
when the risk of supply disruption due to natural disasters increases in United
States of America.
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Chapter 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

4.1 THESIS CONTRIBUTION IN SUPPLY CHAIN
The objective of this thesis was to develop a Business Continuity Model
using the Random Forest algorithm to predict AFSCM supply disruption risk due
to natural disasters for all the counties in the USA. The dataset used for developing
the model are SHELDUS, USDA and NOAA, which has information about disaster
events from 1960 to 2018. The data set had some missing data; hence, data
cleaning was required before using it. Both the k-means and hierarchical
Clustering algorithm used to cluster the dataset (based on the agricultural
attributes of the USA counties) were found to be effective. The effectiveness is
because of reducing the number of categories in categorical variable and
describing the dataset with few principle components. As mentioned by past
research, regionalized risk scores (County level) differed significantly and proved
more useful than non-regionalized risk scores (State level). The accuracy risk
prediction model in this thesis was less than 50%. The accuracy of the prediction
models used in predicting natural disaster risk management until 2018 was less
than 60%. (Behzadi et al., 2017; Diabat, Jabbarzadeh, & Khosrojerdi, 2018;
Ponnambalam et al., 2014). Several attributes of natural disasters, environment
and agriculture cannot be measured and recorded with the technology developed
so far. These attributes influence the prediction model’s accuracy. In the future
with the development in sensors and monitoring systems, it would be possible to
predict the disastrous events impact with greater accuracy.
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Globalization in business and cultural diversity around the world has created
demand for agricultural products worldwide. To sustain in this competitive market,
industries have implemented lean philosophies, Six Sigma methodologies and
other waste reduction methodologies to remain efficient and effective in their
operations. These methodologies led supply chain planners to plan stringent
strategies to be cost efficient. Uncertainties always exist in the supply chain,
especially when it comes to natural disaster recovery management. Implementing
and maintaining a strategy to mitigate supply disruption due to natural disasters is
always an expensive method. Since natural disasters are unpredictable, industries
are forced to spend money to maintain contingency plans like multiple supplier,
global supplier and maintaining a high safety stock year-round. When it comes to
the agricultural supply chain, perishability and shelf life plays a major role.
The methodology mentioned in this thesis used unsupervised machine
learning algorithm (kmeans and hierarchical clustering) to perform cluster analysis
and supervised machine learning algorithm (Random Forest) to predict the risk
score for supply disruption. Please remember that the risk score is a product of
probability and impact and will be on a scale of 0-3. The risk score will notify supply
chain planners when and where risk for disruption rises due to natural disaster.
Not having a contingency plan through the year can reduce their total system cost
in supply chain management significantly. The research provides an effective risk
assessment to supplement the required contingency plans. By combining planning
and demand data from ERP with this predictive model, an organization can easily
implement this methodology in a form of a dashboard.
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4.2 FUTURE WORK

1. For developing the direct risk score on crop, this model has assumed the
field temperature to be constant, but, it may not be constant. A real-time
case study for fresh produce industry with sensors to monitor the field
temperature will help to accurately compute the decay rate of fresh produce
by integrating the mean value of time for different field temperatures.
2. Several API services provide warning for natural disasters. For example,
freeze warning, flash flood warning is updated in these API by NOAA and
other weather websites, forecast at least a week before the disaster. If this
model is altered to use that additional information, then will become more
efficient.
3. The dataset used to create the risk model has only considered disastrous
events in the United States of America. This method can be used as a
framework to model a risk management system considering disaster
information all around the world. Advanced clustering algorithms like neural
networking can be of great use to find patterns for clustering to reduce the
computation complexity.
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APPENDICES
A.

RStudio program code

library(randomForest)
library(dplyr)
library(FactoMineR)
county=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//County
details.csv",stringsAsFactors = F)
allstates=unique(county$State)
ru=county[,c(-1,-2,-3)]
# ru=county[,c(1,3,4:5,8,12)]
ru$Lat=as.numeric(ru$Lat)
ru$Long=as.numeric(ru$Long)
# ru$Sum.of.CropDmg.ADJ.2017.=as.numeric(ru$Sum.of.CropDmg.ADJ.2017.)
ru$Farms..number.=as.numeric(ru$Farms..number.)
ru$Total.cropland..acres.=as.numeric(ru$Total.cropland..acres.)
ru=ru[complete.cases(ru),]
file1=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//New
folder//UID19033_ZIP_1960-2000//UID19033f_AGG_A.csv")
file2=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//New
folder//UID19033_ZIP_2000_2010//UID19033f_AGG_A.csv")
file3=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//New
folder//UID19033_ZIP_2010_2018//UID19033f_AGG_A.csv")
Totalfile=rbind(file1,file2,file3)
Totalfile$County.Name=as.character(Totalfile$County.Name)
states=unique(Totalfile$State.Name)
Totalfile=Totalfile[,c(1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,17)]
Totalfile$State.County=paste(Totalfile$State.Name,Totalfile$County.Name,sep = "/")
Totalfile=merge(Totalfile,ru,by.x = "State.County")
# tot=Totalfile[Totalfile$PropertyDmg.ADJ.2017.>10,]
# Totalfile=Totalfile[Totalfile$State.Name=="Alaska",]
delett=Totalfile%>%
group_by(.dots=c("Hazard","State.Name"))%>%
summarise(minx=min(PropertyDmg.ADJ.2017.),maxx=max(PropertyDmg.ADJ.2017.),miny=min(
CropDmg.ADJ.2017.),maxy=max(CropDmg.ADJ.2017.))
Totalfile$Agri_damage=1
Totalfile$Agri_damage[Totalfile$CropDmg==0]=0
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Totalfile$Agri_damage=as.factor(Totalfile$Agri_damage)
Totalfile$Property_damage=1
Totalfile$Property_damage[Totalfile$PropertyDmg==0]=0
Totalfile$Property_damage=as.factor(Totalfile$Property_damage)
m4=merge(Totalfile,delett,by = c("Hazard","State.Name"))
m4$scale1=(m4$PropertyDmg.ADJ.2017.-m4$minx)/(m4$maxx-m4$minx)
m4$scale2=(m4$CropDmg.ADJ.2017.-m4$miny)/(m4$maxy-m4$miny)
m4$scale1[is.nan(m4$scale1)]=0
m4$scale2[is.nan(m4$scale2)]=0
m4$scale1[is.infinite(m4$scale1)]=0
m4$scale2[is.infinite(m4$scale2)]=0
Totalfile$Month=as.factor(Totalfile$Month)
for (i in states) {
rough=paste("state",i,sep = "_")
samplee=Totalfile[Totalfile$State.Name==i,]
samplee$County.Name=as.factor(samplee$County.Name)
assign(rough,samplee)
samplee2=samplee[,c(3,4,5,6,8,12,15,16,17,18)] ## For Property
samplee=samplee[,c(3,4,5,6,8,12,15,16,17,18)] ## For Agriculture
if(length(levels(samplee$County.Name))<54){
## Agri Prob Calculation
ind <- sample(2, nrow(samplee), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train <- samplee[ind==1,]
test <- samplee[ind==2,]
rf <- randomForest(train$Agri_damage~., data=train)
rough=paste("Ana",i,sep = "_")
assign(rough,rf)
rough1=paste("Conf",i,sep = "_")
assign(rough1,rf$confusion)
p2 <- predict(rf, test,type = "prob")
rough2=paste("Conftest",i,sep = "_")
assign(rough2,p2)
## Property damage calculation
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind==1,]
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test2 <- samplee2[ind==2,]
rf2 <- randomForest(train2$Property_damage~., data=train2)
name2=paste("Ana2",i,sep = "_")
assign(name2,rf2)
name3=paste("Conf2",i,sep = "_")
assign(name3,rf2$confusion)
p3 <- predict(rf2, test2,type = "prob")
name4=paste("Conftest2",i,sep = "_")
assign(name4,p3)
name5=paste("CProbability",i,sep = "_")
test_prob=data.frame(p2[,2],p3[,2])
test_prob[,1]=0.80*test_prob[,1]
test_prob[,2]=0.20*test_prob[,2]
test_prob$finalprob=test_prob[,1]+test_prob[,2]-(test_prob[,1]*test_prob[,2])
test_prob=data.frame(test,test_prob)
assign(name5,test_prob)
}}
# else if(length(levels(samplee$County.Name))>53){
# del=ru[ru$State=="Alabama",]
# del2=del[,3:7]
# abc=kmeans(x =del2,centers = 40)
# del2$County=del$County
# del2$cluster=abc$cluster
# for (i in 1:length(samplee$County.Name)) {
#

samplee$clust[i]=del2$cluster[samplee$County.Name==del2$County]

#

samplee$clust==as.factor(samplee$clust)

#

samplee2$clust[i]=del2$cluster[samplee$County.Name==del2$County]

#

samplee2$clust==as.factor(samplee2$clust)

# }
# ## Agri Prob Calculation #
# ind <- sample(2, nrow(samplee), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
# train <- samplee[ind==1,]
# test <- samplee[ind==2,]
# rf <- randomForest(train$Agri_damage~., data=train)
# rough=paste("Ana",i,sep = "_")
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# assign(rough,rf)
# rough1=paste("Conf",i,sep = "_")
# assign(rough1,rf$confusion)
# p2 <- predict(rf, test,type = "prob")
# rough2=paste("Conftest",i,sep = "_")
# assign(rough2,p2) #
# ## Property damage calculation
# ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
# train2 <- samplee2[ind==1,]
# test2 <- samplee2[ind==2,]
# rf2 <- randomForest(train2$Property_damage~., data=train2)
# name2=paste("Ana2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name2,rf2)
# name3=paste("Conf2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name3,rf2$confusion)
# p3 <- predict(rf2, test2,type = "prob")
# name4=paste("Conftest2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name4,p3) #
# name5=paste("Probability",i,sep = "_")
# test_prob=data.frame(p2[,2],p3[,2])
# test_prob[,1]=0.80*test_prob[,1]
# test_prob[,2]=0.20*test_prob[,2]
# test_prob$finalprob=test_prob[,1]+test_prob[,2]-(test_prob[,1]*test_prob[,2])
# assign(name5,test_prob)
#}
# samplee=state_ARIZONA
# ind <- sample(2, nrow(samplee), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
# train <- samplee[ind==1,]
# test <- samplee[ind==2,]
# rf <- randomForest(train$Agri_damage~., data=train)
# rough=paste("Ana",i,sep = "_")
# assign(rough,rf)
# rough1=paste("Conf",i,sep = "_")
# assign(rough1,rf$confusion)
# p2 <- predict(rf, test,type = "prob")
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samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-5,-6,-7,-8,-10,-12,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf2 <- randomForest(train2$scale1~., data=train2)
rf3 <- randomForest(train2$scale2~., data=train2)
rf4 <- randomForest(train2$Duration_Days~., data=train2)
rf5 <- randomForest(train2$Agri_damage~., data=train2)
train2=train2[,c(-7,-9,-10)]
rf6 <- randomForest(train2$Property_damage~., data=train2)
# name2=paste("Ana2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name2,rf2)
# name3=paste("Conf2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name3,rf2$confusion)
p3 <- predict(rf2, test2)
p4 <- predict(rf3, test2)
p5 <- predict(rf4, test2)
p6 <- predict(rf5, test2)
# name4=paste("Conftest2",i,sep = "_")
# assign(name4,p3)
test2$p=p3
test2$p2=p4
test2$nn=p5
test2$exp=(exp(-0.006*test2$nn))
test2$riskscore=test2$p+test2$p2+test2$exp
# str(samplee2)
varImpPlot(rf2,
sort = T,
n.var = 10,
main = "Top 10 - Variable Importance")
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varImpPlot(rf3,
sort = T,
n.var = 10,
main = "Top 10 - Variable Importance")
varImpPlot(rf4,
sort = T,
n.var = 10,
main = "Top 10 - Variable Importance")
varImpPlot(rf5,
sort = T,
n.var = 10,
main = "Top 10 - Variable Importance")
varImpPlot(rf6,
sort = T,
n.var = 10,
main = "Top 10 - Variable Importance")
plot(rf2)
plot(rf3)
plot(rf6)
rf2$importance
plot(rf2$forest)
plot(getTree(rf2, 1, labelVar = TRUE))
# train2=train2[train2$County.Name!="Lake",]
# rf6 <- randomForest(train2$Property_damage~., data=train2)
casestudy=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//case
study.csv")
casestudy1=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//case
study.csv")
casestudy=casestudy[,c(-1,-4)]
levels(casestudy$Hazard) <- levels(train2$Hazard)
levels(casestudy$County.Name) <- levels(train2$County.Name)
cs=predict(rf6,casestudy,type = "prob")
result=data.frame(1:38)
result$Prob_of_Indirect=cs[,2]
# result=cbind(casestudy1,cs[,2])
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cs=predict(rf6,casestudy)
casestudy$property_damage=cs
cs2=predict(rf2,casestudy)
samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-6,-7,-8,-10,-11,-12,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf2 <- randomForest(train2$Duration_Days~., data=train2)
casestudy=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//case
study.csv")
casestudy1=read.csv("file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//case
study.csv")
levels(casestudy$Hazard) <- levels(train2$Hazard)
levels(casestudy$County.Name) <- levels(train2$County.Name)
cs2=predict(rf2,casestudy)
casestudy$Duration_Days=cs2
result$Agri_Duration=cs2
samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-6,-7,-8,-10,-12,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf6 <- randomForest(train2$Property_damage~., data=train2)
cs=predict(rf6,casestudy,type = "prob")
result=data.frame(1:38)
result$Prob_of_Indirect=cs[,2]
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# result=cbind(casestudy1,cs[,2])
cs=predict(rf6,casestudy)
casestudy$Property_damage=cs
samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-6,-7,-8,-10,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf2 <- randomForest(train2$scale1~., data=train2)
cs2=predict(rf2,casestudy)
casestudy$scale1=cs2
result$Prop_impact=cs2
samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-6,-7,-8,-11,-12,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf5 <- randomForest(train2$Agri_damage~., data=train2)
cs=predict(rf5,casestudy,type = "prob")
cs3=predict(rf5,casestudy)
casestudy$Agri_damage=cs3
result$Agri_Prob=cs[,2]
samplee2=m4[m4$State.Name=="California",]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-6,-7,-8,-10,-12)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
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samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf2 <- randomForest(train2$scale2~., data=train2)
cs2=predict(rf2,casestudy)
casestudy$scale1=cs2
result$Agri_impact=cs2
Final=cbind(casestudy1,result)
Final$direct_Crop=(exp(-0.04*Final$Agri_Duration))
Final$direct_Cropland=Final$Agri_impact
Final$indirect=Final$Prop_impact
Final$direct_Crop[16]=Final$direct_Crop[16]*1.7
Final$direct_Cropland[16]=Final$direct_Cropland[16]*2
Final$Prop_impact[16]=Final$Prop_impact[16]/2
Final$Risk_score=Final$direct_Crop+Final$direct_Cropland+Final$indirect
disp=Final[,c(1,2,3,5,6,7,8,15,16,17,18)]
write.csv(x = Final,"file://C://MY COMPUTER//CAL POLY//Thesis//SHELDUS DATA//result.csv")
##PCA
ru2=ru[ru$State=="California",]
# dr=PCA(ru2[,c(-1,-2)])
dr=PCA(ru[,-4])
ru$Sum.of.CropDmg.ADJ.2017.=as.numeric(ru$Sum.of.CropDmg.ADJ.2017.)
plot(dr)
##Percentage of contribution
dr$eig
# Corelation between pcs and Variables
dr$var$coord
abc=kmeans(x =dr ,centers = 10)
dimdesc(dr)
dr.HCPC=HCPC(dr,kk = Inf)
dr.HCPC$call$t
## Confusion matrix
for (i in states) {
rough=paste("state",i,sep = "_")
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samplee2=m4[Totalfile$State.Name==i,]
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
assign(rough,samplee2)
if(length(levels(samplee2$County.Name))<54&(length(samplee2)>50)){
samplee2=samplee2[,c(1,4,5,6,12:18,23,24)]
samplee2=samplee2[,c(-5,-6,-7,-8,-10,-12,-13)]
samplee2$County.Name=as.character(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2$County.Name=as.factor(samplee2$County.Name)
samplee2=samplee2[complete.cases(samplee2),]
ind2 <- sample(2, nrow(samplee2), replace = TRUE, prob = c(0.7, 0.3))
train2 <- samplee2[ind2==1,]
test2 <- samplee2[ind2==2,]
rf5 <- randomForest(train2$Agri_damage~., data=train2)
rough=paste("Ana",i,sep = "_")
assign(rough,rf5)
rough1=paste("Conf",i,sep = "_")
assign(rough1,rf5$confusion)
}
}
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